
SHERWOOD URBAN RENEWAL AGENCY BOARD OF DIRECTORS
MEETING MINUTES

Tuesday, October 18, 2016
22560 SW Pine Street, Sherwood, Oregon 97140

WORK SESSION

1. CALL TO ORDER: Chair Clark called the work session to order at 8:05 pm

2. BOARD PRESENT: Chair Krisanna Clark, Jennifer Kuiper, Jennifer Harris, Renee Brouse and Dan King
Sally Robinson and Linda Henderson were absent.

3. STAFF PRESENT: City Manager Joseph Gall, Assistant City Manager Tom Pessemier, Finance Director
Katie Henry, and Agency Recorder Sylvia Murphy.

4. TOPTC

A. Appraisals of URA Old Town Properties

Assistant City Manager Tom Pessemier provided a handout (see record, Exhibit A). Prior to briefing the
Board he said staff is looking for answers from the Board as to which properties we want to move foruvard
with and prepare to sell, and are there any conditions on the sale of the properties.

Tom provided the Board with background information and said the URA has acquired property over the last
20 years with the cannery site properties being the largest. He said the URA Board held a work session in
March of 2016 to talk about the properties and although decisions were not made the Board indicated they
were interested in these 5 properties (see exhibit). He said an appraiser was selected through a
competitive process to appraise the properties and those appraisals were recently completed. He said the
properties that were appraised were 3 properties at the cannery site, the Robin Hood Theater property and
the Old School House property. He said there are four other properties at the cannery site and those were
not appraised.

Tom referred to the presentation and discussion occurred regarding the various properties. He identified
properties at the cannery site, Lot #1, Lot #2 and Lot #3. He said with Lot #1 in order for it to sell there
would need to be some sort of partitioning of the property and said the partitioning was not previously done
as it was unsure with our then partner Capstone Partners, how much of the property they wanted.

Tom referred to Lot #2 and said this is at the Center for the Arts and Lot #3 is the property across from the
plaza. He said the original plan for the buildings on Lots #1 and #3 were going to be 1-story buildings. He
said this was Capstone's vision and believes this makes a lot of sense. He referred to Lot ll4 and said this
was envisioned to be a 2-story building and this makes sense to him as well. Tom referred to the map in
the presentation and explained the vision for the lots.

Tom said the appraisers looked at all of the area and information to ensure they understood that there were
not any extraordinary conditions that they needed to be concerned about and to make sure they accounted
for things such as infrastructure. Tom recapped the site review list and explained the Land Use
entitlements (PUD) for properties at the cannery site.
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Tom recapped the Market Analysis, discussion followed. Tom reviewed highest and best use and
discussion followed regarding zoning. Tom addressed the comparables and reviewed the maps in the
exhibit.

Tom addressed the value of the properties. He said all properties combined if sold would equal $1.64
million of revenue that could come back into the URA to either feed existing debt or to do additional
projects. He said this money does not count against our maximum indebtedness. Tom addressed cannery
Lot #1 and the higher price per square foot being significantly higher and said this is because of the
contribution of the parking lot and utilities at the site. Tom said he believes this price is a bit high and
explained. He said he thinks it would be difficult to get the appraised value of $200,000.

Tom stated there was interest in cannery lot #1, interest in the Old School House property and the Robin
Hood Theater property. Tom asked the Board which properties of the 5 listed they would like to market. He
reminded decisions are not made in work session, but asked for a general idea. Discussion followed
regarding Lot #1 and the Old School House.

Brief Board discussion followed regarding development standards. Tom asked the Board what conditions
they wanted to set on property sales and said he believes they are covered on cannery properties with the
PUD that is in place.

Ms. Kuiper asked if the URA could enter into some kind of an agreement with people that want to purchase
the very visible properties. Tom referred to the Robin Hood property and said he thinks it would be good to
set some conditions. He said before any properties are sold, staff will need to come back to the URA board
with a resolution authorizing the sale of properties and believes legislation establishing boundaries would
be a good idea. He provided examples. He said he believes if the URA can't get something fairly significant
at this location, we should not consider selling it. He said there are deed restrictions that can be put into
place.

Ms. Kuiper said this doesn't sound like a partnership. Discussion followed. She asked what is the highest
percentage of certainty that we would get through a development of both properties without doing a
partnership, and doing something a bit more creative. She asked if we could do an RFP asking for design,
something that would provide a greater guarantee that we get what we envision. Tom said this has been
done in the past with the cannery, where we put out an RFP and entered into a development agreement.
He said this is a failed example. He said this was also done on the Old School House property in 2007 and
we received a few proposals which were awful, not meeting the requirements of the RFP. Discussion
followed. Tom commented regarding setting conditions in advance and said they can be generic and this
would then be followed by putting out an RFP setting out the requirements and asking what they would
envision.

City Manager Gall spoke of the three cannery lots and marketing them and said this would be less risky
and said he wanted to take advantage of the interest we have received for Lot #1. He said the Robin Hood
ïheater and the Old School house are key parcels and believes we need time to research.

Ms. Kuiper suggested lots #1, #3 and #4 being offered for sale.

Ms. Harris commented regarding the lack of residential housing in the downtown area and asked why
aren't we considering residential. Tom replied they tax down and the PUD took all the housing that was
available for all of those properties and moved them into the apartments. He said there isn't housing,
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residential options available. He said the City Council could change that but it would be quite a process and

we would probably have to rezone a portion of that as something different, probably high density residential
in order to get the density. He said the PUD would have to be changed.

Tom referred to lot #4 and lot #5 and discussion followed regarding options for residential. He said if
housing was something the Board wanted to do it would be a significant process.

City Manager Gall informed the Board the City recently received an application for the Jim Fisher property

for a townhouse development, he said it's a work/live type of development. Discussion followed.

Tom said if the Board was serious about putting residential on lot #4, then we can't market it. Discussion
occurred regarding residential/commercial on the Robin Hood Theater property similar to the McCormick
building. Examples of McMinnville and Lake Oswego were referenced as cities with residential living and
comments were received that they are booming and attract more business. He said the Robin Hood lot

under our existing code can have residential as long as the residential is secondary to the commercial use.

City Manager Gall confirmed the Board was looking at marketing lots #1 and #3. Tom said they are
different enough that they would probably not compete with each other. Discussion followed and Orenco
Station was mentioned as an example of what the development could look like.

Tom commented regarding the need to make a decision on the Robin Hood Theater property because we
are building the other parking lot and he has told people that the Robin Hood Theater parking lot will be

closing. He said the current parking lot is not compliant to the City's code and has not been for a while. He

said this will cause a lot of heartburn in the community.

City Manager Gall asked staff if they had what they needed as far as next steps and Tom replied he

believes so and said staff needed to come back with ideas on what we want to do with the Old School
House property and the Robin Hood ïheater lot, and review that with professionals and bring something
back to the Board for consideration. He said he believes this would be a separate piece of legislation.

Ms. Kuiper commented regarding the design standards and asked if they were only for the PUD? Tom
replied yes. She asked if they comply with the overall design standards. Tom replied yes and said it's more
restrictive. She asked if we could have design standards for a particular lot. Tom said you could and said it
would be challenging. He said we could put that in the regular code versus Chapter 16 which is the
development code. He said we would have to go through a process with notification to DLCD.

Tom confirmed staff would look at marketing lots #1 and #3, no objections from the Board were received

5. ADJOURN:

Chair Clark adjourned at 8:53 pm

Submitted by:
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